Christian Apologetics

Lecture overview

PE 420/PE 620
Challenges to Our Story/Discussion
Historical Challenges to Christianity 1:
The Reliability of the Scriptures

“Behold the works of our philosophers; with all their pompous
diction, how mean and contemptible they are by comparison with
the Scriptures! Is it possible that a book at once so simple and
sublime should be merely the work of man?”
(Jean Jacques Rousseau)

Attitudes Toward, and Apologetics for,
the Bible
Responding to Doubts on the Bible

*Challenges to Our Story*

FORUM 6: Respond to one of the following statements:
(a) “Why should I take seriously your claim that the
Bible—an ancient book of oral legends finally penned
by goat herders and uneducated fishermen—is not
only true, but also relevant in the modern world?”; or
(b) “It’s stupid, dangerous and violent to literally apply
the Bible in a modern pluralistic democracy”

READINGS DEBRIEF
PRAY for a friend | UNPACK readings
-question—something you don’t get,
or want to clarify
-challenge—something you disagree
with, or want to nuance

-implication—“so what” for your
apologetic approach
-application—something useful right
now in your context

Discuss Forum question
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Deconstruction began in eden

Attitudes toward the Bible

Attitudes toward the Bible

How sure are you that the Bible is God’s Word and all
it says is true? (1 = I don’t think so, it’s all miracles and

Charles Spurgeon was once asked, “How do you
defend the Bible?” “Very easy” he responded. “The
same way I defend a lion. I simply let it out of its cage.”
What’s right and wrong/lacking in this response?

misinformation; 10 = Every word is totally trustworthy)

What do the Biblical authors say about God’s
revelation? … see passages listed p7 module notes.
Does it really matter how outsiders view the
Scriptures? Why not just proclaim Jesus?
What is at stake?

How has your own study either strengthened or
challenged your belief in the inspiration and authority
of the Scriptures?
If the Bible is God’s Word, how would you know?
What would convince you of this?

Attitudes toward the Bible

If challenged, what are the top two reasons you’d
give for believing the Bible is inspired and
authoritative for us today?

What does it mean to speak of the inspiration
and authority of the Scriptures?
What do you see as the greatest barriers to the
average Aussie seriously engaging with the Bible?

Attitudes toward the Bible

How might these challenges be differently framed
by the following people?
(a) modernist; (b) postmodernist;
(c) pluralist; (d) feminist; (e) other
(e.g. environmentalist, Muslim, illiterate).
What approaches do you think bear the most fruit in
moving people toward accepting the inspiration and
authority of the Scriptures?
And what have you personally found to be
the greatest warrant for trusting the Bible?
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Attitudes toward the Bible

“Aussies love their coopers beer” (here)
Why is this partnership between the Bible Society
and Coopers so offensive to so many?

Jesus Camp violence (here)
Why might passionate commitment to a literal Bible
reading frighten and repulse teens today?

Attitudes toward the Bible
 popular criticism, revisionism, misuse 
largely mocked as untrustworthy
 the Bible as a religious tool for oppression
 discounted miracles, questionable history

 few read it, and most are biblically illiterate
 Commend, Challenge, Barrier, Bridge?

Apologetics for the bible

Apologetics for the bible
CLASSICAL: Scripture as Conclusion
(1) Reason used to test Scripture’s credentials

 What approaches do you think bear the most fruit in
moving people toward accepting the inspiration and
authority of the Scriptures? And what have you
personally found to be the greatest warrant
for trusting the Bible?
How might the different apologetic approaches
variously defend and commend the Bible?
(a) classical apologist; (b) evidentialist;
(c) reformed/presuppositionalist; (d) fideist.

(2) Begin with theism, conclude with inspiration
(3) Fulfilled prophecy proves inspiration if God exists

EVIDENTIAL: Scripture as Source
(1) Scripture the source of evidence for apologetics
(2) Begin with reliability, conclude with inspiration
(3) Fulfilled prophecy proves inspiration, proves God

REFORMED: Scripture as Foundation
(1) Scripture the foundation for apologetics
(2) Begin with self-attesting Scripture
(3) Scripture gives the only coherent worldview

FIDEIST: Scripture as Witness
(1) Scripture needs no defense
(2) Begin with Christ, not from Scripture as such
(3) Scripture gives faithful witness to Christ
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Putting it into practice
(a)“Why should I take seriously your claim that the Bible—an
ancient book of oral legends finally penned by goat
herders and uneducated fishermen—is not only true, but
also relevant in the modern world?”; OR

Tammy White response

(here)
How is this approach similar to/different from, your
reply? What changes strengthen your apologetic?

(b) “It’s stupid, dangerous and violent to literally apply the
Bible in a modern pluralistic democracy”

CLASSICAL: Scripture as Conclusion
EVIDENTIAL: Scripture as Source
REFORMED: Scripture as Foundation
FIDEIST: Scripture as Witness

Dealing with
MODERN doubts
 #1 Clarify the assertion (roof)
 #2 Locate the arguments (walls)
 #3 Probe the structural integrity
 #4 Expose the flaw (defend w qns/reasons)

 #5 Rebuild the house (commend w stories & evidence)
 Classical? Evidential? Reformed? Fideist?

DEALING WITH POSTMODERN DOUBTS
a.
b.

What hopes and fears are common to my
neighbour, with whom I will dialogue?
What terms and concepts must be clarified for a
productive dialogue to ensue?

c.

What genuine admissions should I make
to begin the dialogue?

d.

How could I defend the plausibility of Christianity
in light of the key objections?

e.

How could I commend the credibility, relevance &
attractiveness of Christianity to the Other?
f.

Dealing with Doubts
 What assertions are made by Penn & Teller + Westwing?

What other actions —corollary apologetics—
add tangibility, strengthening the dialogue?
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Penn & Teller: Bible bs?

Westwing Attitudes

How would you respond?

How would you respond?
 #1 Clarify the assertion (roof)
 #2 Locate the arguments (walls)

a.

b.

 #3 Probe the structural integrity

 Classical? Evidential? Reformed? Fideist?

What hopes and fears are common to my
neighbour, with whom I will dialogue?

What terms and concepts must be clarified for a
productive dialogue to ensue?
c.

 #4 Expose the flaw (defend w qns/reasons)

 #5 Rebuild the house (commend w stories & evidence)

(here)

What genuine admissions should I make
to begin the dialogue?

d.

How could I defend the plausibility of Christianity
in light of the key objections?

e.

How could I commend the credibility, relevance &
attractiveness of Christianity to the Other?
f.

What other actions —corollary apologetics—
add tangibility, strengthening the dialogue?

How can I believe the Bible is
God’s word?
A View from Above and Beyond:
plausible, credible & relevant

Bible claims … unique
 Fulfilled prophecy
 Historical and scientific accuracy

 Transformational Change—It works
 Reason + Revelation = Confidence + Hope

Case study:
Lee Strobel &
the Case for Christ
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Commending the Bible?

Strobel’s approach

(1) Set the Scene …

 From what you’ve read of Lee Strobel,
how would you characterize his approach?

the importance of evidence and objectivity

(2) Reader-Author Contract … consider the case 
Strobel plays proxy & cross-examines the experts

(3) Follow the Evidence and Give a Verdict
… but weigh carefully and continue the search
 What is good, bad, or best modified in Strobel’s
approach to commending the Bible?

 What appeals to you about his approach,
and what works best?
 Are there any downsides to his approach,
or aspects that undermine his “case”?
 How have you personally utilized Strobel’s
approach to defend and commend the Bible?
Has it proved effective? What modifications
have you made toward greater effectiveness?

For next week
PRE-READING + FORUM
-question—something you don’t
get, or want to clarify

-challenge—something you
disagree with, or want to nuance
-implication—“so what” for your
apologetic approach

-application—something useful
right now in your context

FORUM 6: Respond to one of the following statements:
(a) “Why should I take seriously your claim that the
Bible—an ancient book of oral legends finally penned
by goat herders and uneducated fishermen—is not
only true, but also relevant in the modern world?”; or
(b) “It’s stupid, dangerous and violent to literally apply
the Bible in a modern pluralistic democracy”
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